It’s O.K. to
get excited.
We thought it would be fun to try something new. To kick off our future
together, we’re taking a walk in the woods. The outside world has
natural style with textures that are just dashing, and the fresh air from
our tree friends works wonders on our spirits. Bring the outside in with
our 16 newest designs that take cues from serene light ash, relaxed
pine, subtle warm oak. Ready? Let’s take the reassuring presence of
our forests and turn ‘em into something fun.
Prism is a colorful TFL (thermally fused laminate) brand that has real character
with a designer-friendly focus. Our spectrum of styles and textures will open
your eyes to a bright new world of laminates. Let Prism take your designs to the
next level with true-to-life laminates that are durable and authentic to the touch.
With more than 80 designs, including over 70 exclusives, Prism puts you right
on trend. Prism TFL is ready to install vertically, horizontally – or go diagonal!
We’re a smart surface that you can love.

New Textures
Let’s give a warm welcome to our two newest textures.
Boreal takes after the deep and vast forest of the same
name—a tactile, striated texture that invites adventure and
limitless design possibilities. In contrast, Velvet offers a
warm touch to surfaces. The smooth, matte texture amps
up sophistication in woodgrain and solid designs.

WF449 Sarek Ash

WF450 Bergen Ash

Nordica
WF451 Narvik Ash

Shed new light on any environment with these bright,
delicate wood looks. Bringing the illusion of open space
to urban living, these serene surfaces harmonize your
indoor green space with the understated elegance
of minimalism.
Texture: Velvet
Bergen Ash cabinets and island shelves;
Mysterious island base and shelf over sink

WF452 Karuna Ash

Nordica
Brighter woods cast environments in a new light. Bringing
the illusion of open space to urban living, these serene
surfaces pair well with minimalism and indoor greenery.
Bergen Ash kitchen with Mysterious

Cascada
In keeping with our philosophy of spreading the laminate
love, the designs in Cascada feel like a warm, relaxed
hug. They’re just what you need to create a comfortable
balance between natural elements and bold colors,
metallic finishes and stone surfaces.
Texture: Boreal
Horizontal wall layup and conference table in Tumalo Pine

WF444 Tumalo Pine

WF445 Sahalie Pine

Taction Oak
WF440 Ginger

Channeling the subtle structure and color of its mighty
namesake, Taction Oak brings a natural touch to any
spot. Warm tones, modern bohemian sensibilities
and a cozy, inviting personality make these surfaces
sweet as they are smart.
Texture: Taction
Cabinet doors and backwall in Ginger

WF441 Burlap

Fiero Oak
Earthy and rustic, the timeless textural quality of these
authentic woodgrains speaks for itself. Dark and natural
tones are translated into sophisticated expressions
reminiscent of artful hand-crafted wood.
Texture: Boreal
Lockers in Charred Oak
WF446 Charred Oak

WF447 Toasted Oak

WF448 Seared Oak

WF442 Chique

But wait,
there’s more!
Velvety smooth, walnut and exotic wood fantasy
designs come alive in these brand new surfaces.
Unexpected but not outlandish!
WF443 Luxent

Texture: Velvet
Credenza fronts and shelves shown in Chique

WF439 Outlandia

AF232 Natural Linen

Are we barking up
the wrong tree?
Our stylish spectrum comes full circle with two unique
designs that have an organic feel and abstract twist.
Try textile-inspired Natural Linen or supple, deep blue
Mysterious on your next project.
Texture: Natural Linen in Suede; Mysterious in Velvet
Upper and lower cabinets in Sarek Ash; Island in Mysterious;
Counters in Charred Oak

SF247 Mysterious

